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ABSTRACT
Based on the challenges in supporting structures on difficult ground conditions
and advancement in various technologies, deep foundation engineering has seen rapid
advances in designing, monitoring, modeling and testing in recent years. Full-scale tests
coupled with innovative monitoring and numerical modeling has helped to better
understand the behavior of deep foundations in difficult soils and rocks. Static and
dynamic loading systems have been used to load relatively larger diameter single and
group pile foundations and monitor the performances in various ground conditions.
Construction and monitoring techniques have been improved to ensure the quality of
augered cast-in-place piles. Osterberg load cell with better instrumentation have been
used to understand the behavior of rock socketed drilled shafts in soft rocks. Tools are
being developed to better characterize condition in the borehole of a drilled shaft using
downhole penetrometer and laser based roughness profiler. Numerical methods are being
used to model the behavior of single and group piles. There is increased interest in
understanding the lateral behavior of piles under dynamic loading conditions.
Nondestructive test methods are being used to investigate the integrity and bearing
capacity of the piles. Load and Resistance Factor Design concept is used more and more
in designing deep foundations.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, studies have focused on understanding the behavior of driven piles,
drilled shafts, augered cast-in-place (ACIP) piles and micropiles designed to carry much
higher vertical and lateral static and dynamic loads with limited deflection in various
geological conditions. Noteworthy improvement in recent times in north America include
better understanding of the soil-pile interaction under static and dynamic conditions,
development of computer codes to deal with complex loading and geological conditions,
design methods and innovative instrumentation and monitoring systems used during
construction and service conditions. Plastic composites and self consolidating concrete
have been used in the construction of driven piles and drilled shafts respectively. With
the complexity of the problems encountered in the field, it is critical that numerical
methods must be used and this is particularly true when nonlinear soil models are used.
More attention is paid to better quantify the load-settlement behavior of piles in addition
to the bearing capacity.
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Non-displacement augered cast-in-place (ACIP) piles are being increasingly used for
supporting building, bridges, sound barrier walls and many other structures around the
world because they can be installed relatively rapidly with minimum environmental
impact and have the flexibility to quickly adjust pile length for varying soil conditions as
compared to the other deep foundation systems. Due to lack of understanding of ACIP
pile behavior, in many instances, the design capacity of the ACIP pile must be verified by
performing one or more full-scale load test on site before installing the production ACIP
piles. Hence there is a need to better quantify the performance of ACIP piles in various
soil conditions.
.
Compared to the drilled shafts and driven piles of equivalent size, augered cast in place
(ACIP) piles can be installed more rapidly with relatively less disturbance to the
surroundings in favorable geological conditions. Hence the installation procedure and the
quality of the material used in the construction have significant effects on the behavior of
the ACIP piles. Construction quality can be monitored using the automated monitoring
system where the volume of grout pumped and the pressures are monitored with depth.
Also the maximum and minimum pressure required to advance the auger was monitored
with time. All these data can be used to control the quality of the pile installation. The
grout used in the construction of ACIP piles is rich in cement and it is critical to monitor
the curing of the pile with time in order to determine the development of residual strains
in the pile and to determine the appropriate time for load testing the pile.
A fair number of theoretical and empirical methods for analyzing load-displacement
behavior have been proposed for the various types of deep foundations. These methods,
however, seem not to be widely used in engineering practice mainly because the input
data required is difficult to determine from the results of common site investigations.
Since number of design procedures limit the deflection in deep foundation supporting
load bearing structures, it is essential to predict the load-displacement behavior of piles
based on the simple relationship of in-situ soil properties and dimensions of the pile.
Drilled shafts are used increasingly as foundations to support bridges and other
transportation structures in many geographical areas in the U.S., where rock lies near the
ground surface. Drilled shafts are constructed by excavating into the rock, forming a
cylindrical socket, and constructing the socket with reinforced concrete. In general, clay
shale rocks can be cemented, uncemented and/or with seams of bentonite or calcareous
materials. Designing of the drilled shafts socketed in uncemented clay shale and weakly
cemented sandstone is a challenge partly because only limited information is available in
the literature on the ultimate unit side resistance and ultimate unit end bearing in soft
rocks.
Recent advances in deep foundation engineering in North America are as follows:
•

Full-scale testing, instrumentation (including Osterberg cell) and long-term
monitoring of large diameter piles and pile groups (Rollins et al. 2004, Moon
2004, Paikowsky et al. 2005, Vipulanandan et al. 2005c, Fellenius, B.H. 2006,
Vipulanandan et al. 2007a)
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Modeling the load-displacement behavior of piles (Kulhawy & Chen 2005,
Vipulanandan et al. 2005a)
Lateral behavior of piles and pile groups under static and seismic loading
conditions (Rollins, 2003. Anderson et al. 2003, Ashour & Norris 2003, Ashour et
al. 2004, Rollins et al. 2004)
Behavior of rock socketed drilled shafts and augered cast-in-place piles (Kulhawy
et al. 2005, Vipulanandan et al. 2005b, Vipulanandan et al. 2007b)
Correlation between piles parameters and in-situ test methods (Samtani and Liu
2005, Vipulanandan & Kaulgud 2005a)
Construction monitoring and pile materials (Iskander et al. 2001, Brown 2005;
Brettmann & NeSmith 2005, Vipulanandan et al. 2007a)
Nondestructive evaluation of piles (Hussain & Liking 2005)
Reliability based design for piles (Kulhawy & Phoon 2002)
Numerical modeling of pile and pile group behavior (Duncan et al. 2005,
Sellountou et al. 2005, Tand & Vipulanandan 2005)

The overall objective of this paper was to highlight some of the advances in deep
foundations in North America in recent years.
ACIP PILES
ACIP piles are becoming popular in both private and public sectors due to their rapid
construction and environmentally friendly installation. Due to lack of design methods it
was important to load test selected number of piles to verify the designed capacity and
deflection in the pile. In recent years over 50 load tests have be performed on ACIP piles,
as documented in the literature, with diameters in the range of 300 to 760 mm.
Pile Instrumentation
In a recent study in central Texas, two 760 mm diameter ACIP piles, one socketed
into very dense sand and the socketed into very hard clay, were instrumented to
investigate the curing process and load distribution in the pile during the static load tests
(Vipulanandan et al. 2007a). The monitoring of the grout curing process was important
determine the earliest time for the static load test the ACIP piles. The vibrating wire
strain gages were attached to the steel reinforcing cage and lowered into the grout filled
bore hole to measure the temperature and strains at various locations in the pile. Total of
10 gages were installed axially at four different levels along the pile. Besides this, 2
strain gages were installed horizontally at two different locations. Because the strain
gages had their sensors at the center of the vibrating wire strain gages, readings taken
from these gages were from the center of the pile cross section. Instrumentation used in
this pile can be seen in Figure 1 (Vipulanandan et al. 2007a).
.
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Figure 1. Instrumentation used in an ACIP pile and the geotechnical profile.
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Construction Monitoring
One of the key concerns when using ACIP (also known as Continuous Flight Auger CFA) piles is that the soil surrounding the pile not be decompressed during drilling. If the
velocity of penetration is less than the critical velocity, decompression can occur. In fact,
decompression can occur even if the above condition is satisfied, if the soil being
excavated is water-bearing sand with sufficient ground-water head to force the cuttings
up the auger. A contractor must provide a drilling rig with sufficient torque and crowd to
obtain the required velocity of penetration. This critical rate of penetration of the auger
used was found to be 30 mm/sec with an auger revolution of 5 rpm which was held
nearly constant during the drilling and the critical velocity is shown in Figure 2, and this
condition was satisfied (Vipulanandan et al. 2007a). The drill rig used was capable to
drill loose to very dense sand layers (Manufacturer’s specification). Drill rig gearbox had
a maximum torque of 50 kN.m (36,000 ft-lb.) and 4.45 kN (5000 lb.) total crowd. It can
be observed (Figure 3) that the required torque for deepest layer augured was more than
twice the top layer. It can be concluded that the TCP test data (TxDOT Geotechnical
Manual, 2000) are in good agreement with the required torque values in terms of
penetration resistance of the soil layers. Required torque to drill the soil increased
significantly at approximately 4.6 m (15 ft) depth which was also the starting depth for
the dense sand according to the TCP test.
Pile integrity may be the most important aspect of the quality control item in a
ACIP pile installation. It can directly affect the structural capacity of the pile or the soil
resistance around the pile. The ratio of the actual volume of grout pumped to the
theoretical volume of the pile is defined as the grout ratio. Minimum ratio suggested by
the Deep foundation Institute is 1.15 (DFI 1994) which means 15 % extra volume is
required in addition to the nominal volume of the borehole. Pumped grout volume was
measured for every 1m (3 ft) withdrawal which was considered accurate enough to assure
pile integrity. Figure 4 shows that the 1.15 grout ratio condition was satisfied at every
depth except between 1-2 m (3-6 ft.) Grout ratio was 0.94 at this interval and not
considered a problem since about 2.5 m (8 ft.) of grout head was used in the bore hole.
The successfully performed pile load test after 7 days also proved that this was not a
problem. Figure 5 shows the minimum and maximum grouting pressure measured during
the grouting phase. The grout pressure level is important to prevent any soil collapse
during the withdrawal of the auger. Maximum grout pressure was held almost constant
and was around 1380 kN/m 2 (200 psi). Minimum grout pressure was fluctuating along
the depth. The average minimum pressure was higher at deeper levels due to the higher
soil confinement.
P

P

Curing
The Temperature readings with time are used to evaluate the strength gain of the
grout. This technique is called the maturity method assumes that the strength is
dependent both on temperature and time. In this study the temperature was measured four
times over a period of 7 days. Hence a nonlinear relationship was used to best
approximate the temperature-time relationship (Eqn. 1). Integration the temperature-time
relationship will give the maturity. A typical integrated curve for a vibrating strain gage
is given in Figure 6.
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where p, q are material parameters, T p and t p represent the peak temperature and the
corresponding time respectively. Parameter “q” is defined as the ratio of secant slope at
peak temperature to initial tangent slope ( 0<q<1 and (p+q)/q>0).
B

B

B

B

Maximum and average temperatures measured in the pile were 63.15 ˚C and 54.63 ˚C
respectively. Average time to reach the maximum temperature was 8.4 hours which was
very similar for the entire pile. The maximum temperature measured was over 40 ˚C
higher than the surrounding ground temperature. Maximum and average maturities were
2667 ˚C-hrs and 2251 ˚C-hrs respectively. Similar to CB site, for both temperature and
maturity, maximum values were obtained from the horizontal strain gages. A typical to
an integrated curve for one strain gage is given in Figure 6 (Vipulanandan et al. 2007a).
Grout samples were collected from the site and tested under compression seven
days after the installation of the pile. The 2"x2" cube samples yielded an average strength
of 4250 psi compressive strength and the average maturity was 2251 ˚C-hrs. which
agreed with the design chart published in the literature .
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Figure 6 Typical Time-Temperature relationship and model prediction (Top Strain
Gage Level).
Residual Strain
Average strain was computed at each level (Figure 1) by simply averaging the
readings from the gages at each level and plotted with time in Figures 7 and 8 for vertical
and horizontal gages respectively. Maximum residual strain was read at level 4 and it was
about 90 microstrain in compression. Compression strains increased with time and were
higher at deeper levels two days after casting. The tensile strains at the center of the pile
may be due to temperature expansion at the center. General trend is almost same at the
three bottom levels, but top level strain gages gave tension strain with an average 10
microstrain during the setting of the pile. Tension strains were more significant in the
horizontal strain gages at the center. Top horizontal strain gage gave a maximum 60
microstrain tension deformation which had a decreasing trend with time. After 6 days it
7
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showed lower compression strains. Bottom horizontal strain gage behavior was more like
top level vertical strain gages which were tension strain in the first two days then
compression with a maximum value of 40 microstrain at the end of the seven days. The
residual vertical strain in the pile after 7 days of curing was compressive and increased
with depth from 40 to 80 microstrains.
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Figure 7. Variation of vertical strain at different levels with time.
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Figure 8. Variation of horizontal strain at different levels with time.
Grout Tests
Quality of the grout was evaluated in the field using the flow cone method and flow
cylinder method.Some grout mixes had problem with the flow cone method sine the
opening was limited to 19 mm. Cube and cylindrical samples were collected to mesure
the strength at specified tme periods (Vipiulanandan et al. 2007a).
Load Test
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Since expected pile capacity was high, eight reaction piles were used for the fullscale load test (Figure 9). Figure 10 shows the entire measured load-displacement
behaviors including the unloading phases at both the test sites. The pile head load at a
displacement of 9 mm (0.36 in) was 320 tons in East Cohino Bayou (ECB) (very dense
sand) and 380 tons for the hard clay site. The pile at the Cochino Bayou (CB) site which
was seated on hard clay soil showed a stiffer behavior compare to the pile seated on very
dense sand. The end bearing at CB was 82 tons (about 25.6% of the total load) and at
ECB, it was 40.5 tons which was about 13% of the total load. Pile base seated on hard
clay gave a stiffer end bearing response compared to the pile seated on very dense sand.
The pile in hard lay was loaded to 520 ton at a displacement of 16 mm (0.66 inches).
Based on the test results, two highway bridges were built using 760 mm diameter ACIP
piles. These two bridges are the second and third highway bridges totally support on
ACIP piles in Texas and in the U.S.

Figure 9. Load Test on 760 mm diameter ACIP Pile using a single beam with 8
reaction piles for a designed capacity of over 5 MN
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Figure 10. Load-displacement relationships for ACIP piles
Modeling Load-Displacement Relationships
Based on the inspection of the load (Q)-displacement (ρ) relationships for the
ACIP piles, hyperbolic equation has been proposed which can be represented as follows:

Q=

ρ

(2)

A + Bρ

The hyperbolic relationship is preferred over exponential equations and bi-linear
relationships due to the simplicity in using the equation and correlating of the two
parameters to geotechnical properties at the pile location. This does not agree with the
observation of Kulhawy (2004), where the initial portion of the load-displacement
relationship was assumed to be linear. The entire system of pile material, soil and soilpile interaction are nonlinear and hence initial load-displacement relationship will be
nonlinear as observed in number of studies (Vipulanandan & Kaulgud 2005).
The parameter A is the reciprocal of the initial tangent (Equation (1)) but the initial
tangent is not very easy to determine since it is very sensitive to the construction method.
Hence an alternative parameter must be defined and Equation (2) can be further modified
by rearranging the terms and obtaining a relationship with non-dimensional terms as
follows:

ρ

Q
d
=
Qult C + ρ

(3)

d
When Q = 0.5Q ult the displacement ρ =ρ 50 , then it can be shown that C = ρ 50 /d. Hence
Equation (3) can be written as follows:
ρ
Q
d
(4)
=
Qult ρ 50 + ρ
d
d
Figure 11 shows the typical plot of Q/Q ult versus ρ 50 /d for several ACIP piles and
the ρ 50 /d varied from 0.35 to 1.5%. If the Q ult and ρ 50 /d can be estimated correctly for the
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site from geotechnical data then Q-ρ relationship for the ACIP pile can be obtained using
Eqn. (4)
Estimation of Q ult
B

B

The variation of Q ult with CPT-q c is shown in Fig.8. Based on to limited data, the
relationship can be represented as a linear relationship as follows:
B

B

B

B

Qult / LD = 0.019q c + 0.2
B

(5)

B
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Figure 11. Relative load capacity versus relative displacement
or as hyperbolic variation and can be represented as follows:
qc
Qult =
(6)
LD 7.8 + 1.9q
c
The predictions of Qult using the above two relationships are compared in
Vipulanandan and Kul (2005). The ratio of pile capacity at 5% deflection (using
hyperbolic relationship) to ultimate capacity varied from 0.79 to 0.97 with mean of 0.89.
The ratio of pile capacity at 10% deflection (using the hyperbolic relationship (Equation
(4)) to the ultimate capacity varied from 0.88 to 1.03 with mean of 0.96.
Estimation of ρ 50 /d
B

B

It should be noted that the value of ρ 50 /d will depend on many factors including
interface conditions, stress-strain behavior of the surrounding soils, soil characteristics,
B
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in-situ stresses in the ground, construction methods and loading procedures. For the
ACIP piles investigated in this study, ρ 50 /d varied from 0.35% to 1.5%. The variation
of ρ 50 /d with CPT-q c and friction ratio was investigated. Of the two CPT parameters
investigated, better correlation was observed with friction ratio and the relationship is
as follows:
0 . 015
ρ 50
(7)
% =
B

B

B

B

B

B

d

fs

qc

Hence using the CPT test results both parameters for the non-dimensional hyperbolic
model (Eqn. (4)) can be estimated and hence the load-displacement relationship can be
predicted.
Rock Socket
ACIP piles are being socketed in limestone in Florida and clay shale in Texas. In Texas,
the Texas Cone Penetrometer (TCP) is used to characterize the site. The TCP test that is
performed by driving a 3.0-inch diameter, 60-degree solid steel cone into rock at the
bottom of a standard borehole. The cone is affixed to the bottom of a string of steel rods
and driven by a 170-pound hammer dropped 24 inches onto a flat steel plate at the head
of the steel rod successively for 100 blows. The driving energy per blow is similar to a
standard penetrometer test (SPT), and the TxDOT cone is used in preference to the split
spoon because of its robustness. The cone penetration resistance is the distance that the
tip of the cone advances in 100 blows. The test procedure is available in Tex Method
132-E (TxDOT 2000). A correlation between unconfined compressive strength (q u ) and
TCP was developed using 218 data for uncemented clay-shale in Dallas, Texas (Nam
2004). The variation of unconfined compressive strength with TCP is shown in Figure12.
The strength varied from 100 to 3000 kPa., the relationship can be represented as
follows:
B

qu (kPa ) = 7500[TCP (mm )] −0.4
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Most of the load tests were performed to a displacement of less than 5% of diameter and
hence a model should be used to best estimate the the ultimate capacity of the piles at
appropriate deflection. A preliminary review of the load-displacement relationship from
load test data may be represented by hyperbolic relationship and will be verified in this
study (Vipulanandan & Kaulgud 2005).
The ratio ρ 50 / d for all eight ACIP piles socketed in clay-shale varied from 0.5% to 1.2%
as shown in Figure 13, the variation of ρ 50 / d is relatively small considering the
geological diversity of the cases studied and load capacities achieved by the various
piles. Theoretically, Q will reach to ultimate value when displacement is at infinity
(Eqn.4).
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Figure 13. Variation of Relative displacement and relative load capacity
With the limited load test data on ACIP piles socketed in clay-shale the variation of
normalized ‘rough estimate of peripheral friction factor’ (Q ult /q u * ∏* D * L) with L/D
ratio of the rock socket can be expressed as follows,
B

Qult
= −0.11( L / D) + 0.96
qu ΠDL

B

B

B

(9)

The term ‘q u *∏*D*L’ represents the maximum side friction that can be generated in the
rock socket when α = 1, (f s = α q u ). Further more to mobilize the ultimate skin friction
(f s ) in the case of the bored piles it requires displacement of 0.5-2% of pile diameter.
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The variation of Qult with TCP can be represented as follows,
Qult

LD

=

99216
TCP

(10)

By knowing in-situ TCP penetration resistance (per 100 blows) and assuming the length
and diameter of pile, Eqn. 10 can be used to determine the Qult.
The variation of ρ 50 /d with q u can be expressed as follows,
B

B

B

B

ρ50 / d =

15.8
qu

(11)

P1Atm

Hence both parameters for the non-dimensional hyperbolic model can be estimated from
the rock strength, TCP and pile dimensions.
DRILLED SHAFTS
Rock Socket
In order to understand the load transfer within the rock socket, studies are being
performed using Osterberg Load cell and other instruments. During a load test, the strain
distribution along the socket was measured using the sister bars. The Osterberg Cell was
used to measure the load. Forty-eight (48) days after constructing the test sockets, axial
load was applied to the rock socketed drilled shaft in 11.2-ton increments every five
minutes until the plunging failure was observed. It was clear that both the test and
reaction sockets reached plunging failure at a load of 303.5 tons. The maximum load for
the test socket was determined to be about 281 tons at the upward movement of 0.4
inches and downward movement of 2.4 inches by taking double tangent lines. Based on
the test data, load transfer distributions were obtained along the shaft and socket.
From this information the distribution of maximum side resistance and base
resistance were

14
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Figure 14. Osterberg Cell used in rock socket test
determined using the measured qualities. The corresponding side and base deflections
were measured at the top plate and bottom plate of the Osterberg Cell.. Also, the unit side
load transfer curves, the so-called “f-w” curves, were developed according to the O’Neill
and Reese method (1999). The locations for developing the f-w curves were at the middle
of the test and reaction shafts. The local displacement w at the middle of the shafts was
determined by subtracting the elastic shaft shortening from the measured displacement at
the Osterberg Cell (Moon 2004).
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Figure 15. Upward and Downward Movements versus Load (Osterberg
Cell ) at the Test Site ( 1 ton = 10 MN; 1 inch = 25 mm)
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Bearing Capacity in Soft Rock
Drilled shafts are frequently used as foundations to support bridges and other
transportation structures in many geographical areas around the world, where rock lies
near the ground surface. Drilled shafts are constructed by excavating into the very soft
rock, forming a cylindrical socket, and constructing the socket with reinforced concrete.
Designing of drilled shafts socketed in soft rock (compressive strength less than 2.5 MPa)
is a challenge partly because only limited information is available in the literature on the
ultimate unit end bearing in soft rocks.
A total of 21 documented cases were used to develop the relationship between the
ultimate unit end bearing (q ult ) and the unconfined compressive strength of soft rock (q u ,
unconfined compressive strength less than 2.5 MPa. The CASES are summarized in
Table 1, with information on test location, type of rock, date of test, shaft geometry, rock
strength and ultimate unit end bearing capacity.
B

B

B

B

(i) Ultimate Unit End Resistance ( q ult )
The unconfined compressive strength of soft rocks in which the load tests were
performed varied from 1.44 tsf (0.14 MPa) to 26 tsf (2.5 MPa).the ultimate unit end
bearing varied from 10 tsf (0.96 MPa) to 96 tsf (9.2 MPa).The ratio of q ult -to-q u varied
from 2.39 to 19.82 with an average of 5.71.
Past studies have investigated the relationship between q ult and unconfined
compressive strength (q u ) of soft rocks. The relationship generally used is as follows:
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

q ult = α q (q u ) m
B

B

B

B

B

B

P

(12)

P

Where, magnitudes of parameters m and α q depend on the rock type, unconfined
compressive strength and defects in the rock. Based on the least square fit of the 21 data
points the nonlinear relationship shown in Fig. 1 is as follows:
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q ult = 13.1 (q u ) 0.56
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Where q ult and q u are in tsf (1 tsf = 98.9 kPa) .
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Limited studies have suggested using Eqn. (3) with m = 1 for relating the ultimate
unit end resistance to the unconfined compression strength (Rowe and Armitage 1987).
Based on the linear least square fit of the data (Fig. 1) for the soft rocks in this study, the
relationship was as follows:
q ult = 3.80 q u , = N c C (R = 0.57 and N = 21, N c =2α q )
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(14)

where q ult = ultimate unit base resistance in tsf and N c is the end bearing capacity factor.
It must be noted that Rowe and Armitage (1987) suggested a linear relationship with the
parameter α q equal to 2.5 (or N c equal to 5). Vipulanandan & Moon 2005) suggested a
linear relationship (based on 4 data) for uncemented clay shale in the Dallas, Texas area
with the parameter α q equal to 4.04 (or N c equal to 8.08).
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Figure 16.

Experimental and numerical analyses relationships between q ult and
q u for soft rocks.
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Core Hole Effect
Due to uncertainty in characterizing the soft rock below the bottom of the bore
hole a number of states including Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii Kansas and Texas require a core-hole length of 1.7 m (5 ft) beyond the bottom of
the shaft. It is of interest to note that a few SDOTs such as Arizona and New York don’t
have any recommendation regarding core-holes. Also no diameter for the core holes are
specified, but in practice diameter of 50 mm (2 inch) or higher are used. A commercially
available geotechnical finite element program (PLAXIS) was used to develop the FEM
models (Vipulanandan et al. 2007b).
(i) No Core-hole
The effects of rock cohesion and friction angle on α q (Nc/2) were investigated. A
typical response (unit end bearing versus displacement) for a rock with cohesion of 3.6
tsf (0.34 MPa) is shown in Figure 4. By varying the cohesion, the different ultimate unit
end bearing capacities were determined. The relationship between q ult and undrained
shear strength of rock was approximated with a linear relationship. The α q factor for the
soft rock with zero friction (φ = 0) and zero dilatancy (ψ =0) was 3.56 (Figure 17). The
α q (from FEM) was 6.3% lower than the value obtained from the field tests. When the
friction angle was increased to 20 o , the relationship between q ult and undrained shear
strength of rock was linear and the N c factor increased to 10.2, an increase of 43% over
the no friction case.
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(ii) With Core-hole
The effects of rock cohesion, friction angle and core-hole diameter on the N c
factor were investigated. The relationship between q ult and undrained shear strength was
linear. The core-hole length was 5 ft (1.6 m). The N c factor for the soft rock with zero (φ
= 0) and 20 o friction reduced with core-hole diameter (Figure 18).
When the open core-hole diameter was 0.1D, the N c factor was reduced by 4%
and 6% for friction angles of zero and 20 o respectively. When the core-hole diameter was
0.4D the N c factor was reduced by about 40% in both cases. It must be noted that the
trends observed in this study are very much related to constitutive relationship used for
the rock behavior.
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Downhole Penetrometer
During construction of deep foundation in soft rock layers under hard soils, it is essential
to locate the rock stratum, especially when drilling with slurry. When slurry is used for
drilling, the bottom of the borehole cannot be seen; thereafter soil cuttings cannot be
differentiated from soft rock. A new static penetrometer, known as a Downhole
Penetrometer, is a simple mechanical device that is attached to the bottom of the Kelly
bar to identify rock stratum. The downhole penetromenter is now being being field
calibrated to be used to identify the soil or rock strata in the boreholes.

Figure 19. Downhole penetrometer attached to the Kelly bar
Laser Borehole Roughness Profiler (LBRP)
One of the factors known to affect the side resistance in a rock socket is the roughness of
the borehole wall. Roughness was profiled using a laser borehole roughness profiler
(LBRP).How ever, the laser borehole roughness profiler (LBRP) needed to be adapted
to operate off the Kelly bar of a drill rig, and a laser-based technique for accurately
recording the depth had to be developed (Moon 2004). The laser borehole roughness
profiler (LBRP) was based on the laser triangulation principle. The hardware included a
laser generator, a position sensitive device (PSD) as laser detector, signal processing
circuits, laser control circuits, data acquisition, and digital control units.. The distance
measuring device was attached to the Kelly bar to record the vertical distance. The laser
borehole roughness profiler (LBRP) measured the roughness at a speed of 100-kilo
samples per second while the Kelly bar moved up from the bottom of the borehole.
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Figure 20. Physical Arrangement of Laser Borehole Profiling System Hardware
The system was calibrated in the laboratory and found to have an accuracy of
approximately 0.01 inches on both vertical distance and interface roughness (radial
distance). It was then tested under field conditions and found to provide reasonable
roughness profiles of a borehole.
DRIVEN PILES
Lateral Load Test on Pile Groups
To improve the understanding of lateral resistance of pile group, a series of lateral load
tests were performed on a full-scale pile group using static and dynamic loads. In the
cyclic static pile group test, 9 steel pipe piles (610 mm diameter) spaced 3.0 pile
diameters on centers, were placed in clay. The load was applied using two 1.3 MN
hydraulic jacks. During the static test, load was cycled fifteen times to evaluate the
drop in capacity under repeated loading and the formation of gap. The peak load
typically reduced by 15% from the initial cycle to the final cycle. There was significant
drop in resistance in the trailing row compared to the leading row. The dynamic load
was applied using the Statnamic system which produced a lateral force up to 3.5 MN
(345 tons) in about 15 seconds. Several combinations of static and dynamic loading
conditions were investigated. When the dynamic loading followed the static loading,
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the dynamic lateral resistance was the same as the static resistance. In the cases when
dynamic loading was applied before the static loading, the dynamic resistance was 30
to 60% higher than the static resistance. The group loading reduction effect were not
significant during the dynamic loading as they were for the static loading (Rollins et al.
2004).
Fiber-Reinforce Plastic (FRP) Piles
The durability of concrete and corrosion of steel are serious hinderence in constructing
in aggressive soil and waterfront environments. Composite piles are being used for
waterfront barriers and bearing piles for light structures. Most composite piles are made
of high density polyethylene with glass or steel reinforcement. Fiber-reinforced
polymer (FRP) composite represents and alternative material without many of the
durability disadvantages of traditional materials.But the driving of the piles can become
a challenge because of the mechanical properties of the pile (Iskander et al. 2001). The
recycled FRP piles can be a solution to the sustainable engineering concept that is
becoming a popular approach.
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
The quality of the deep foundations must be evaluated through various stages of
construction and also monitored during it service life. Standardized nondestructive
methods are being used more widely in evaluating the structural integrity and load
capacity of ACIP piles, concrete piles, concrete filled steel pipe piles, steel piles and
timber piles. The ASTM standards that are of relevance are as follows: ASTM D-5882
- Low-strain integrity testing; ASTM D-6760 – Cross-hole sonic logging; and ASTM
D-4945 – Dynamic load testing. Extension of the basic methods is being investigated
with improved instrumentation and time-dependent computational tools (Hussein and
Likins 2005). Also wireless methods are being used for collecting and transmitting
data.
RELIABILITY DESIGN
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) is being considered as an alternative
design for the working or allowable stress design (WSD/ASD). The LRFD requires that
all limit states to be checked using specific multiplier-factor format involving load and
resistance factors. The LRFD is similar to the “Limit State Design” in Canada and the
partial factor approach used in Europe, although a different multiple-factor format
involving factored soil parameters is used. All these approaches primarily redistribute
the original global factor of safety into separate load and resistance factors (or soil
parameter partial factor). There is increasing interest in introducing more reliability
based factors for loads, soil parameters, calculation models and factors of safety
(Kulhawy and Phoon 2002)
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NUMERICAL MODELING
Construction and Performance
Construction processes are being modeled to better understand the changes in the ground
stress conditions and its effect on the ultimate bearing capacity of ACIP piles (Sellountou
et al. 2005). Load-displacement behavior of drilled shafts in slickenside clays were
investigated using the finite element method. In this modeling, suction effect, slickenside
clay behavior, soil strength, permeability and in-situ stress conditions were investigated
(Tand and Vipulanandan, 2005).
Laterally Loaded Group Piles
Although p-y method, elastic continuum and finite element analysis are used for analysis
of laterally loaded pile behavior new models are being developed to handle more
complex ground conditions such as layered soils. The current version of Strain Wedge
Method (SWM) programs allow consideration of the behavior of piles and shafts and the
pile or shaft cap in layered soil taking into account the nonlinear material behavior of the
pile as well as the soil and the development of the associated p-y curves including partial
or full liquefaction in sand layers. AASHTO now recognizes SWM as an alternative to
traditional p-y curve solutions (Ashour et al. 2004, Ashour & Norris 2003). Effect of pile
head fixity on the behavior of laterally loaded piles has been investigated (Duncan et al.
2005).
CONCLUSIONS
Due to increasing demand for deep foundations to support larger and larger
loads in unfavorable ground conditions there has been notable amount of growth in
many areas has resulted in growth in many areas. Based on the information collected on
the recent development in deep foundations in North America, following conclusions
can be advanced:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Full-scale load tests are not only used to verify the load-displacement relationships
for various types of piles but also help understand the load transfer mechanisms
based on the type of construction. Osterberg Load cells are increasingly used for
load tests.
Monitoring the important parameters (torque, rate of advance, grout pressure and
volume and curing temperature) during the installation of the ACIP pile is critical to
ensure quality. Flow cylinder and flow cone are being used to quantify the flow
properties of the grout. Cubic and cylindrical specimens are used to determine the
compressive strength of grout used in ACIP piles.
Hyperbolic relationship can be used to represent the load-displacement behavior of
ACIP piles in soils and in the rock socket. Model parameters have been related to
the in-situ test parameters.
Nondestructive tests methods are being increasingly used in determining the
integrity and capacity of the piles.
Numerical methods coupled with different concepts are being used model the
behavior of piles and pile groups in complex ground conditions. Strain wedge
models the behavior of laterally loaded piles in layered soils.
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Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) are being used in designing deep
foundations.
Downhole penetrometer and laser borehole roughness device can become very
helpful tools to better quantify the condition in the bore-hole base and side wall
before concreting.
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